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Q: Can I pick up an order in person? 

If you would like to purchase curriculum and pick it up in person, we will need a minimum of 72 hours to 
process the order. You will still need to place your order online through the Bethel Store. Note: use Bethel 

Media’s address (5090 Caterpillar Road, Redding, CA 96003) and select the option for “store pickup.” 

After submitting your order, please call Bethel Media’s customer service department (530-351-7500) to 
arrange a pick-up time. Note: if you pick up the curriculum at Bethel Media, you will be charged California 
sales tax. Please compare the price of California sales tax on the curriculum to the cost of shipping it to 

your out-of-state address. Shipping the curriculum to you may be less expensive than the sales tax. 

Q: What are the copyright, trademark, and permission guidelines for using the BSSM 
Video Curriculum?  

We developed the BSSM Video Curriculum to provide leaders with resources to start schools of 
supernatural ministry. However, each leadership team carries their own unique calling and authority for 

their region. For this reason, we ask those who use our curriculum to use their own school name and 
develop their program based on the vision God has given them.  

Below is information to help you best utilize the BSSM Video Curriculum. Please understand that the 
copyright information and terms and agreement apply to the entire contents of the BSSM Video 
Curriculum. Additionally, the reproduction guidelines were created to ensure that each school is overseen 

by a strong leadership team who will serve and mentor their students and cultivate a kingdom culture!  

We highly recommend that you read each of the sections below thoroughly before purchasing and using 
the curriculum. This will ensure that you understand each important guideline to properly use the BSSM 
Video Curriculum.  

Terms & Agreement 

I understand that the entire contents of the BSSM Administrator’s Manual and the BSSM Video 
Curriculum, including all written and media (any video format) material thereof is copyrighted under the 
United States and is the property of Bethel Church. Copyright 2007, 2012. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. All 
text, design, graphics, trademarks, service marks, and trade names, including "Bethel School of 
Supernatural Ministry" and the acronyms "BSM" and "BSSM" (collectively the "Marks") are proprietary to 

Bethel Church of Redding, or other respective owners that have been granted permission by Bethel 
Church of Redding to use such Marks. 

I understand that I have permission to indicate that I am "featuring curriculum from the Bethel School of 
Supernatural Ministry" as part of my school curriculum, but no such trade name can be used in my own 

school or ministry name. Thus, I understand that without specific permission from Bethel Church of 
Redding I cannot use their copyrighted materials or trade names. 
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I agree to not copy or reproduce these materials in any form, except where licenses have been purchased or 

agreements have been legally signed. I understand that I am allowed to make one (1) copy of the Teacher's 
Manual videos to use as a "check-out" library resource for students who have missed class. This one set of 
video copies is to remain the sole possession of the original BSSM Video Curriculum purchaser/ministry; it 
is not permissible to sell these copies or use them for a "sister" school. ("Sister" schools refer to any school 
that is planted in connection with your current school.) 

Beyond what is outlined above, I understand that I am not able to reproduce, sell or put these materials on 
the Internet. Bethel Church of Redding or the Bethel School of Supernatural Ministry has legal right to 
change these terms and conditions without notice, please watch for updates. 

Reproduction Permission Guidelines 
With the purchase of the curriculum, the school is allowed to make one (1) copy of the curriculum videos 

that correspond to the Teacher’s Manuals to use as a “check-out” library resource for students who have 
missed class. This one (1) set of video copies is to remain the sole possession of the original BSSM Video 
Curriculum purchaser/ministry; it is not permissible to sell these copies or use them for a “sister school.”  

Permission for the “library copy” refers to making a copy of the videos only. We do not grant permission to 

copy the Lecture Notes for the Teacher’s Manuals or Student Manuals. You may share only the original 
Teacher’s Manuals with the school staff. Additional Teacher’s Manuals (PDF) or Additional Student 
Manuals (hard copy or PDF) can be purchased online. The Additional Teacher’s Manuals (PDF) are 
identical to the hard copy Teacher’s Manuals, but do not include the videos. 

Use of Trademarks 
As outlined in the Terms and Agreement, the names "Bethel School of Supernatural Ministry" and the 

acronyms "BSM” and “BSSM" (collectively the "Marks") are U.S. federally trademarked names and property 
of Bethel Church of Redding, or other respective owners that have been granted permission by Bethel 
Church of Redding to use such Marks. In purchasing and using the BSSM Video Curriculum in your 
school, permission is given to say you are “featuring curriculum from the Bethel School of Supernatural 
Ministry in Redding, CA” but you cannot use any of the names or acronyms (indicated above) as the title of 
your ministry or school. The reason for this is that, as you can imagine, schools that are not upholding our 

core values and beliefs may damage our reputation. Please feel free to use the words “supernatural school 
of ministry” in your ministry titles without infringing upon the titles mentioned above. 

Use of Video Clips 
Schools have permission to use 1-3 short clips from the BSSM Curriculum in a video to advertise your 
school. Please only use clips from our main speakers (Bill Johnson, Kris Vallotton, Danny Silk, Eric 

Johnson, Dann Farrelly) and not our guest speakers. We also ask that clips are limited to no more than 
20-30 seconds each in length. In order to prevent confusion, please also make it very clear in the video that 
the students will be watching videos from Bethel School of Supernatural Ministry, so that people do not 
think that our Bethel leaders will be teaching live in your school (unless you invite them as guest speakers). 
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Q: How long will it take to receive my order? 

We strongly recommend placing your order at least three weeks in advance. 

Q: Can anyone use the BSSM Video Curriculum? 

Yes, anyone can purchase and use the BSSM Video Curriculum, but it is not intended or recommended for 
individual use. The curriculum is specifically designed to be used as a resource for teaching in schools of 
supernatural ministry. 

Q: Are there any training requirements in order to use the BSSM Video Curriculum? 

We strongly recommend attending Converge School Leaders Training and utilizing other School Planting 
resources designed to equip leaders who want to start a school. We also strongly encourage that you 
purchase the BSSM Administrator Manual. However, attending Converge or purchasing the manual are 

not a mandatory requirements in order to purchase and use the BSSM Video Curriculum. 

Q: After purchasing resources from BSSM School Planting, what is my affiliation with 
Bethel Church and BSSM? 

Purchasing and utilizing resources from BSSM School Planting does not provide any level of accreditation, 
ordination, or any official affiliation with Bethel Church and BSSM Redding. Years ago, our team did plant 

a couple affiliate schools. However, after some time, our leadership team realized that our true calling is to 
help other leaders plant and lead thriving schools. 

We do this by providing resources, training, and coaching. We invite you to connect with our team and 
learn more about our resources through our events, Converge School Leaders Training, and School 
Leaders Gathering. You can also join our School Leaders Revival Chats every month or schedule a Skype 

meeting with the School Planting Director.  

Q: Can I use the BSSM acronym or logo? 

As outlined in the Terms and Agreement, the names "Bethel School of Supernatural Ministry" and the 
acronyms "BSM” and “BSSM" (collectively the "Marks") are U.S. federally trademarked names and property 

of Bethel Church of Redding, or other respective owners that have been granted permission by Bethel 
Church of Redding to use such Marks. 

In purchasing and using the BSSM Video Curriculum in your school, you have permission to say you are 
“featuring curriculum from the Bethel School of Supernatural Ministry in Redding, CA.” However, you 
cannot use any of the names or acronyms (indicated above) as the title of your ministry or school. 
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Q: How can I invite a Bethel Church or BSSM leader to come speak at my school? 

Please visit Bethel Itineraries to request a Bethel Church leader to speak at your school. You can submit a 

request by selecting a speaker by name in the drop down menu, clicking the request button, and 
completing the travel request form. Note: if a specific leader is not able to visit your school in this season, 
we encourage you to see if your school’s members can attend an event in which he or she is speaking. If 
your school needs more resources to host a specific leader, we encourage to partner with other schools or 
churches in your region (e.g. share the costs, promote the event, etc.). 

Q. How long is the BSSM Video Curriculum considered valid? Will we receive 
updates to the curriculum? 

Although new revelation about what the Lord is doing may change or grow from year to year, the 
foundational messages we teach at BSSM have not changed. The core messages in the BSSM Video 
Curriculum remain the same and are valuable for creating a culture of revival and honor. We do encourage 

those using our curriculum to attend conferences, participate on the Global Legacy platform, listen to the 
Bethel Podcasts, and watch BethelTV. These are all great options for receiving consistent, revelatory 
messages from our leaders. 

Q. Is there a payment plan or discount available? 

Currently, we do not offer any discounts to purchase the BSSM Video Curriculum, including discounts for 

ministry or missionary use. We do offer a type of payment plan in that the curriculum can be purchased in 
sections, rather than as an entire curriculum set. There is a discount for purchasing the curriculum as an 
entire set (a savings of $491). However, most individuals purchase the curriculum in sections because it is 
more feasible for their budgets. Most schools are able to recover the full cost of the curriculum with an 
enrollment of 7-15 students (i.e. use funds from students’ tuition payments). 

Q. What are some other resources we can can use if we are unable to purchase the 
BSSM Video Curriculum at this time? 

Individual Products 
Purchase individual products from Bill Johnson, Kris Vallotton, Danny Silk, and others featured in the 
BSSM Video Curriculum. Their books, DVDs, and CDs on revival, the supernatural, and developing a 
culture of honor can be purchased through the Bethel Store. Podcasts Download and listen to the free 

weekly podcast from Bethel Redding. 

BethelTV 
Sign up for BethelTV to access weekly messages from Bill Johnson and other Bethel Church leaders. Visit 
Bethel.TV for more information.  
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Global Legacy 
Join an apostolic, relational network called Global Legacy that encourages churches and revivalists 
everywhere in the united pursuit to bring heaven to earth. Global Legacy offers a Leadership Development 

Program (LDP), which is a 12-month distance-learning course specifically designed for leaders who desire 
to create a revival culture within their ministry or organization. They also offer other resources (including 
free monthly video conferences) that equip believers leaders to transform their spheres of influence and 
surrounding culture. 

Q. What should I do if I received damaged or defective curriculum products? 

I received a faulty DVD: 

We use the highest quality machines and programs to produce each DVD. However, there are a wide 
variety of standards and types of DVD players. If a DVD will not play on your DVD player or computer, 
please try playing it on a different machine. If it will still not play, we will be happy to replace it. Please call 
Bethel Media’s Customer Service department at 530-351-7500. 

You can also email customerservice@ibethel.org. 

I accidentally damaged/lost a DVD: 
We can replace any of the curriculum DVDs for you. We do charge a $15 fee (plus shipping) to replace a 
DVD. If you would like to replace a damaged or lost DVD, please call Bethel Media’s Customer Service 
department at 530-351-7500.  

You can also email customerservice@ibethel.org. 

Q. Are any of your resources available in other languages besides English? 

At this time, our First Year BSSM Video Curriculum is available in Spanish (i.e. Spanish subtitles). The 
Student and Teacher Manuals in Spanish are available to download as PDFs. 
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